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➢ CNY Hackathon held each semester since spring 2013

➢ Each event an intentional trial-by-fire

➢ Experimentation, assessment, improvement

Background
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➢ Dynamic Scoreboard

➢ Enables real-time monitoring of team 
progress across infrastructure, CTF, and 
other challenges

➢ Manage the competitive element

➢ Reward the behavior you would like to 
encourage (Most Valuable Teammate MVT, 
Most Improved MI)

➢ Professional Red Team backs off when 
teams struggle, leaves bread crumbs, 
becomes more of a test of adaptability than 
knowledge 

➢ Discord for communication

Lessons Learned
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➢ Proxmox is used to run the virtual environment

➢ Kali Linux

➢ Windows

➢ Unix

➢ Ubuntu

➢ Others

The Platform
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➢ Existing infrastructure and CTF content acts as a baseline:

➢ Linux-oriented

➢ MySQL - Maintaining Database Read and Write access

➢ SMB - Maintaining Samba File Share Read and Write access -

➢ FTP - Maintaining FTP server Read and Write access

➢ SFTP - Maintaining SFTP server Read and Write access over SSH

➢ DNS - Maintaining Forward and Reverse Lookups for the student manage infrastructure

➢ SSH - Maintaining Users' Remote Access to an SSH server

➢ Web Content - Maintaining functionality of databased-backed vulnerable PHP Application 

➢ WebSSL - Enabling valid, signed SSL certificates for Web Application

Content
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CTF: Cryptography, Exploitation, Reverse Engineering, Trivia 

➢Crypto challenges usually revolve around classical ciphers or custom 
algorithms that have weaknesses in the way they protect information.

➢Exploitation includes publicly disclosed or custom programs or web 
applications that need to be researched or evaluated and then attacked.

➢Reverse Engineering includes binaries or source code that 
needs to be reviewed or decompiled to identify how to solve 
the problem presented.

Content (Continued)
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➢ CAE Northeast Region events in 2018 and 2019

➢ Very well-received by participating CAE students and faculty

➢ CAE’s with established competition teams noted that event is perfect for newer students 
and encourage more

Regional Pilots
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This Competition
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Example Social Media Posts
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Student Sandbox/Practice Environment

➢ Onramp to competitions

➢ Build necessary skills

➢ Introduce and provide a 
pathway into other events

Student Capacity Building
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Timeline
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➢ Each region has a competition lead

➢ Build-out from baseline event 
structure and content to customize by 
region

➢ Achieve a balance between local 
customization and national consistency

➢ Competition slots for up to 165 CAE 
institutions and capacity to expand.

Regional Event Structure
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➢ 1,500 CAE students participate in their first competition

➢ Prizes issued for "winners," Most Valuable Teammate, Most 
Improved, shape how students experience future competitions

➢

➢ CAE-C Faculty contribute challenges and leverage challenge 
library in the classroom and student clubs

Targeted Outcomes
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Registration is open!

ncaecybergames.org
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